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About This Game

The most compelling destruction game made for virtual reality! Use iron balls to destroy mysterious ruins on islands floating in
the sky. The limited number of balls means you'll have to play strategically in order to proceed. Designed for the HTC Vive.

Features

Smash ruins so large you'll have to look up to see them in their entirety. Destroy a certain percentage of each stage to
clear it and move on to the next one.

Ten kinds of ruins for you to destroy! The higher levels are stricter on the number of balls you get and the completion
ratio you must reach.

Aim carefully with one controller or make a big mess with two! Either way is a great stress reliever!

How to Play

Cause as much destruction as possible with as few balls as you can. The most efficient methods will require some
planning!

Think about where to start so that the resulting debris doesn't block your subsequent shots.
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The balls can ricochet. Take advantage of this to get a high score!

You can adjust the angle of your shots by tilting your head or crouching. Unexpected positions can yield unexpected
results.

The game is playable from a sitting position, but it's more exciting while standing up!
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Title: Destroyer
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
CFlat
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 19 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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the game is pretty good. hope the next update fixes any glitches life bosses stuck in mid air, or the character disappearing. I like
Stylish action games and i love anime. Asaru has a unique moveset, and I like Amelia's fighting style. I look forward to the
finished product in the future. Thank you WAZEN and Nippon-Ichi America. A sequel to Call of Combat, Divided we fall is
very promising, but it's very bare bones at the moment. Gameplay elements are all there, combining fast thinking with deep
tactics. The game is all about out thinking your opponent, and finding ways to flank, ambush or assault him amidst falling
grenades. You got cover, prone, different weapons, and two sides to play as.

Sadly, the tutorial is nearly non-existant, there's no single player game mode (just a very basic "training" game mode where you
can play solo or against other players) and a bunch of content is still to be released: more sides (Russians, partisans, British), 
modding support, and further balancing.

You might want to hold to your money and wait for further development, but it's quite addictive and enjoyable as it is,
and the devs are responsive and fixing bugs.

If you like tactical squad games and RTS, you are probably going to love this

Also, thanks for the GNU\/Linux support.. Alte is amazing. Kyoko is in the words of a friend "pure cockblock and
nothing else". The main issue is that her hyper gives her 3 "charges" and each one costs 1 hp. Charges are used on any
traps (even beneficial ones like piggy banks), drop panels, and battles. It being wasted on battles is kind of stupid since
to be honest you'll hardly ever take more than one point of damage per battle anyways. All it accomplishes is gurantee
that you WILL get damaged. As for Alte... she maybe a stronger troll character than Poppo.. Fantastic pack as always
from Victory Works! The BR lined livery\u2019s have always been my favourite and I\u2019m sure a lot of people will
agree by saying that this livery Pack is a very welcome addition to Train Simulator.. ngenggg kurang gud ea
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An excellent economy simulator. One of the flaws in the game is the innability of the manager to simultaneously buy and sell
the same product within a single town which could have streamlined a significant effort within each trading outpost. Another is
the lack of mission variety except excort/hunt pirate/deliver package/ deliver goods...that gets a little too repeditive. A warning
to new players is that operating production businesses is incredibly expensive even when exporting and sold at a markup price,
but the thrill of developing an economic empire never gets old.. Really neat skin- boasts a sleek design, but the voice is a little
quiet.. What a wonderful game! A lot of fun for a plant fanatic like me. It's still a little buggy (I clicked to go back while the
camera was still moving towards the shelf of pots, and it got stuck there in mid-air), but that's to be expected from a newly-
released game.

The concept is very nice and very well executed, in my opinion. With this and Viridi in my game library, my digital plant life is
complete!. I just forgot i got Outrunner 2 and now there are 3 of them? Man you are absolutely savage, btw i love you.. "Get
ready to send marines to kill aliens that no man's seen before!"

That, my friend, is the plot of Alien Hallway in one sentence. Sorry for spoiling it. Alien Hallway is a light strategy game where
you only manage the finances and hiring troops, who handle the destruction by themselves.

Drones get you money by scavenging electronics. With money you can send marines to destroy the alien teleporter, the
objective of every level. The marines are AI controlled and you can only choose, when to throw their grenades. At the same
time you must not allow the aliens to destroy your base.

Apparently, these aliens are fairly technologically advanced. There's no telling which side threw the first stone but because of
the mentality of the storyline, my bet would be on the humans. Most of the aliens are fairly mindless and naked green little men
who just come and smash your hyper-trained marines but their elite troops have powerful swords and advanced armour, ranged
weapons like blasters, forcefields that make the aliens nearly indestructible and even huge exoskeletons with tank cannons
attached to be reckoned with. One alien type clearly tries to fry the brains of your troops with some kind of telepathy and
another one is an exploding kamikaze troop.

On your side, you've got a fairly diverse bunch of soldiers and a manually used air strike that can be used every once in a while.
Curiously, the flame-thrower guy is the cheapest and weakest of the bunch. The pricier ones are generally better, so later I
ended up usually simply stacking up on snipers, missile troopers and heavy laser troops to beat the levels quickly and efficiently.
This is important because it gives you gold.

In between missions you can upgrade your troops and other assets with the gold, which in itself is pretty cool. Higher upgrades
are more expensive with diminishing returns on investment. The most significant upgrade is the soldiers getting better grenades
at level 5, otherwise they just do more damage and can take more beating before dying.

All levels are really similar to each other, with just stronger varieties or larger amounts of mobs. There are a mere couple of
special ones like the one where you start with a large amount of funds but no income. There's some replay value to the levels
because you can do them in four different difficulty levels - indeed, one of the achievements for the game requires you to beat
every level on the highest difficulty (Expert) level. You can also try to 5-star each level, which amounts to doing them fast
enough or with just a small number of casualties. Unfortunately, it's not very obvious what's enough for 5 stars, but the above
goals seemed to nail it for me.

Too bad the game is very grindy. To survive the last levels even on easy requires a good bit of grinding to get powerful enough
troops to survive the missions. You can redo missions for gold, but it's rather boring because you already beat them before and
they're no different when repeated. To get just one troop to level 10 requires on hour or more of grinding and to survive the
expert mode you need several more troop types to high enough level to survive. One could call it a challenge, but mostly, it's a
grind.

This might not be a problem if you could control your soldiers a bit more. Generally they shoot the closest enemy and walk
towards it, and the same goes for the aliens. However, often times it would be very useful for the snipers to concentrate fire on
the forcefield units or the big enemies, but they will also just target the front-line. This is especially frustrating, when the alien
teleporter is very close to being destroyed. The troops keep shooting some big tank enemy that could be finished off after the
teleporter was down, but before the creature is down more enemies pop out of the teleporter. Just general orders to "target large
enemies" and\/or "target the alien teleporter at all costs" for different troop types could have made it so much more interesting.
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My stance to not recommend Alien Hallway stems from the lack of control over troops, because it's not enticing to just buy all
the snipers, missiles and laser dudes your money can get, if you can't give them useful commands (throwing a grenade is not
really a good one). This lack of control also makes the game rather casual. I got some 11 hours out of it, but probably first 2 or 3
of them went to finishing the game, the rest being just grinding for gold. It's not a bad game, but it's not very interesting one
either. While its base price 5 \u20ac is not too bad, I'd still advice to get it on sale.. There nothing to see here, I guess everything
is in the "pro" dlc ?
But what's the point of a free version then ?. Could have been a decent old-school platformer if the developer in his infinite
wisdom didnt decide to reinvent the wheel and make it square. The added hunger meter is like a fly in an otherwise good soup,
it ruins everything.
Doing everything under a constant time limit is probably the design choice i dislike the most in any videogame.
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